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THE ALIENS WILL NEVER COME TO SAVE THE EARTH – SOPHIA SWARUU 

 

Video link.- https://youtu.be/-1yAZfI9uvk   

 

Robert. -Today's live is a message from Yázhi Sofía Swaruu that I think I never made this video, because 

from what I remember she did this message in English, and I quickly translated it with the Google 

translator, and Gosia told me she said not to do it because Google translates it wrong, so once it was 

recorded (I recorded it wrong) it went to the corrected conversation, but of course I was too lazy to record it 

again and then I think I didn't record it, I didn't record it. and it is titled: 'The aliens will never come to save 

the Earth', I have titled it that way and it is really a message, but I have titled it that way. Yázhi's message 

is as follows:  

 

Sophia Swaruu Yázhi. -You are experiencing very hard times, especially with regard to information. The 

regressive forces you are fighting hide the truth between the lies, they not only censor information with an 

even greater attempt to suppress and control it, but also use as their main weapon to bury what they 

cannot suppress or censor in countless other pieces of information. information that resembles what they 

are trying to suppress or eliminate, in this way the general public cannot know what is true and what is 

false.  

 

You are simply suffering from a very real information overload where it is almost impossible to tell truth 

from lies, so as I have always said: Please do the work as no one can or will do it for you, no one! Research 

and learn as much as you can about the most important issues in your life to make up your mind about 

what is truth and what are lies, but you must do so by refraining from listening solely to so-called experts in 

any field, no matter how far you may go, be the said field of what you believe to be this experience or your 

framework of possible understanding.  

 

Those who ask you not to listen to others, due to a number of reasons, seek to control you, seek to control 

your minds, your lives, and your very soul. Whoever asks you to blindly believe in whatever they impose, 

for very good reason, is basically negative because they are suppressing other knowledge that you need to 

make a decision about reality, your reality! All information in general and in theory is good for you, and 

even lies, even garbage, only within the framework of a given moment; and this is where you should watch, 

listen, or read, but the more you know about everything or any topic you're researching that concerns you, 

the better, including the crap about it, because it's all part of this topic and you have to be aware of it and 

from that space of responsible knowledge you must trust yourself to be wise enough to be able to filter what 

serves you as truth, because the way things are on Earth today it is impossible to discern truth from lies 

when they investigate controversial issues, and nowadays controversial issues are basically life-and-death 

issues.  

 

Having said all of this, know that the reason we have been giving you so much information on topics that 

basically spell bad news is because no one is telling you this side of things, no one! so it's up to us on this 

side of the Van Allen Belts, and basically it's up to me mainly, to give you everything I see from here... It's 
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not the absolute truth on the matter, mainly regarding the Federation and related issues, but it's my truth 

because I share with you what I see from here from my personal point of view and with my personal 

experience.  

 

What I'm telling you here is what I see and nobody can say otherwise, because this is me and this is my 

interpretation of things from my point of view right here, sitting in a starship. It is up to you and only you to 

decide what works for you, but I will never ask you not to listen to other people. They are in the fight for 

their lives now because of everything that is happening on Earth today, but listen to me and listen to me 

well: Nobody is coming to save you, and it is even too late for those who have been inoculated, so 

do not come to tell me that the Federation is "on the verge" of coming to save them, always just 

around the corner... never happening, never coming to their rescue; no one will rescue them, not 

the politicians, not the religious leaders, and certainly not the Galactic Federations. Governments 

and religions won't do it because they are not meant to do that, they are the ones that cause the problems 

and they don't solve it, all they want is for you to depend on them more. They are causing the problems to 

sell you solutions.  

 

The Federation on the other hand is not going to come to your rescue because that's not how they work, 

I've been trying, doing my best to describe, to tell you how the Federation works, and it's an extremely 

complex situation and complex dynamics and interactions, but knowing that the Federation has not been 

invaded or infiltrated by negative forces, the Federation is not negative either, I do not see it as a negative 

institution, nor as one that is working against humanity. The Federation simply is, as it always has been, but 

some things in it as seen through the lens of what humans need today, of real human needs and desires, 

can be seen as negative, as I have done everything as much as possible to explain in other messages.  

 

As has been seen in history, as has been seen in other events in the past, what is happening today is 

nothing new for the Federation, nor is it something especially terrible, it is terrible because it is happening to 

everyone now, today, and that is what matters to all of us here today, that is what matters to us. I need 

you to evolve and open your eyes to know that what people are telling you about the "savior" is nothing 

more than another level of mind control, manipulation of you. What those in power want you to do is to do 

nothing at all, because you feel too diminished to even bother to think that you can make a difference in the 

world.  

 

The mission of every awakened soul now is to take control of their lives now! Before it's too late, because 

the fight awaits you not only for your life, but also for that of your species. In all this confusion there is only 

one person you can fully trust, one! And knowing that he or she has the best for you, just one person! Who 

can decide what to do next and what is the truth for you, that person is YOU and only you! From the soul 

level, the star level, the starseed level, this is the nature of the dynamics of what is happening on Earth and 

what is expected of you, to take control of your destiny despite all the odds, adversity and all obstacles, 

because they are mental obstacles, only mental, no power or money, which in itself is a form of power, 

resides in your mind, in your creative capacity.  

 

Another big mistake that you must remove from your mind is the notion that waiting with high 

frequency of thought and denying the existence of problems is the way to raise your frequency to 

rise above all your problems and difficulties. Although this is correct on the higher planes of 

existence on Earth, and it is Earth that we are concerned with here, it is necessary to maintain a 

high frequency of consciousness, mind and thought, and also to take action with any 

opportunities large or small that can arise and be at your disposal at all times. I say that because 

I see over and over again that in communities and spirituals they are pushing the idea that 

maintaining a very high frequency is enough to dissolve problems, and it just isn't like that on 

Earth, it isn't like that. If they do this, nothing is achieved, the negative forces that control, all 

they want is to stagnate people into waiting for others to do the work for them.  

 

Do your research, listen to all the people who you think might have something you need, or 

might be of use to you, then be responsible and prudent and have the best information available 

to you at the time, and then take action in the direction you need to go and at the same time 

maintain a high frequency of thought in all meaning and in all definition of having a high 

frequency.  

 

The only ones who have the key to solve all the problems of the Earth are you, the people. Since 

I have done my best to describe why, remember that if you create your reality, both individually 
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and collectively through your thoughts and actions, I know and realize how hard it is to see it as 

true, but it is true, and probably the most recorded law in this Universe in which we all are. It is 

now or never, it is the fight for your life and that of your species. You are being exterminated and 

I am not being negative because I am telling you this, I am being completely realistic, someone 

must tell you the hard truth, and yes, it is me, it is I who must tell you.  

 

* * * 
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